Abstract. This paper gives a new way of showing that certain constant degree graphs are graph expanders. This is done by giving new proofs of expansion for three permutations of the Gabber-Galil expander. Our results give an expansion factor of 3 16
Introduction. Consider a bipartite graph G = (I ∪ O, E)
, where I and O form the bipartition of the nodes with n = |I| = |O|, and let r be G's maximum degree. G is an (n, r, c)-expander if the following holds:
for every subset I ⊂ I that contains up to n/2 elements (inputs), where N ( I) = {o ∈ O : (i, o) ∈ E for some i ∈ I}. The constant c is the expansion factor of the graph. Further, the degree r is bounded by a constant. There are many other essentially equivalent definitions for graph expanders. The "hard part" in designing graph expanders is proving they expand. In fact, the decision problem of determining expansion is co-N P-complete [6] . A series of classic papers firmly established that certain graph families expand. First, Margulis [21] showed that expanders exist, without giving bounds on their expansion. However, he did show how to construct them explicitly. Next, Gabber and Galil [12] gave an explicit expander construction with bounds on their expansion. Finally, Alon [2] showed that a graph is an expanding graph iff its largest and secondlargest eigenvalues are well separated. See also, for example, [5, 4, 26, 10, 18, 29] for varying depths of coverage of eigenvalue methods for graph expansion. The eigenvalue methods have been central in much research on graph expanders.
Eigenvalue methods do not give the best possible expanding graph coefficients [33] . For example, probabilistic methods show the existence of expanders that have better expansion than is possible to show by the separation of the largest and second-largest eigenvalues. Pinsker [27] first showed the existence of expanders using probabilistic methods.
There are some other constructions of expanders. According to Alon [3] , the (eigenvalue-based) construction of Jimbo and Maruoka [15] "only uses elementary but rather complicated tools from linear algebra." Ajtai [1] also gives an algorithm using linear algebra for constructing three-regular expanding graphs. This algorithm is complex and takes O(n 3 log 3 n) time to construct an expander. The expansion factor of these expanders is unknown but positive. Lubotzky, Phillips, and Sarnak [19] and independently Margulis [22] gave the best possible expanders using the eigenvalue methods [2, 18, 19, 29] . Kahale [16] gave the best expansion constant to date for Ramanujan and related graphs. Reingold, Vadhan, and Wigderson [28] give very important combinatorial constructions of constant degree expanders based on their new "zig-zag" graph product. By showing how the zig-zag product maintains the eigenvalue bounds (then breaks them), they show how to construct expanders recursively starting from a small expander. Further, Meshulam and Wigderson [25] give group theoretic techniques whose expansion they show depends on universal hash functions. Capalbo et al. [7] give constant degree d lossless expanders. These expand by (1 − )d, for > 0, which is just about as much as possible.
We demonstrate expansion of 3 16 = 0.1875 for three of the five permutations that comprise the Gabber-Galil expander [12] . These results hold for three-regular subgraphs of the Gabber-Galil graphs of p 2 input vertices, where p is a prime. This is done without using Eigenvalue based bounds. The actual Gabber-Galil expansion was shown to be (2 − √ 3)/4 or about 0.067. Suppose double hashing is based on randomly, independently, and uniformly choosing two hash functions h 1 and h 2 from a universal set [11] . Then this paper shows the expected number of probes for unsuccessful search in double hashing is bounded by 1 1−α , where α is the load factor. This holds regardless of the distribution of the inputs. This is analogous to Carter and Wegman's result for hashing with chaining.
Intuitive overview.
Given three permutations of the Gabber-Galil expander graph, this paper shows no matter what subset of inputs (up to half of them) an adversary chooses, then there is at least 3 16 expansion. This is done in two steps while trading off the local and global structure of the graph. If the adversary allows enough local expansion, then we are done. Therefore, assume the adversary focuses on sufficiently restricting local expansion. In this case, the adversary must choose inputs in certain patterns. Now, in the second step of our main result, it is shown that these patterns cannot block much global expansion.
If the elements are in the appropriate local patterns to minimize local expansion, then the adversary has freedom to choose the number of elements in the patterns as well as where these patterns start. Certain global patterns are collision sequences (see Definition 3) . Collision sequences reduce the global expansion. Constraining ourselves to local input patterns, the expected length of all of these collision sequences is at most 2, no matter how the adversary chooses to position the local patterns or how many elements the adversary chooses to put in them.
It is essential to note that showing the expected collision sequence length is at most 2 uses probability theory applied to the adversary's constrained selections of input node patterns. Our argument shows the adversary has some very restricted choices of input nodes in the three fixed permutations of Gabber-Galil's graph; otherwise, the adversary allows lots of local expansion. At all times, the three permutations comprising the Gabber-Galil graph remain fixed. The results are given by using probabilistic methods on these fixed graphs.
Further, using virtually the same methods, start by randomly, uniformly, and independently selecting two universal hash functions h 1 and h 2 to build a double hashing table T . All elements will be put in T by double hashing using h 1 and h 2 . In this case, let T have fixed load factor α : 1 > α > 0. Then we show the expected number of probes for an unsuccessful search in T , still using these initially chosen hash functions, is 1 1−α . As in the case of our expander result, we show this using probabilistic techniques on fixed graphs.
1.2.
Structure of this paper. Section 2 gives details of the three permutations comprising the Gabber-Galil expander and sets the foundations for showing both expansion as well as our hashing result. Section 2 has five subsections. Subsection 2.1 gives the actual graph construction. Next, subsection 2.2 defines local and global expansion. Subsection 2.3 explains the relation of double hashing to the expander graph representation. Next, subsection 2.4 focuses on the results of Chor and Goldreich [9] showing randomly choosing such functions and computing their values gives pairwise independent and uniformly distributed values. Finally, subsection 2.5 bounds functions that are necessary for our final result.
Section 3 uses our methods to show that randomly independently and uniformly selecting two double hash functions from a strongly universal set gives a double hashing result analogous to the classical result of Carter and Wegman [8] for hashing with chaining.
Section 4 completes the expander result, showing the subgraphs expand by 3 16 by enunciating the trade-off of local and global expansion. Finally, in section 5 we give our conclusions and tie together the notion of expansion with the notion of double hashing with universal hash functions.
Combinatorial expanders.
This section gives the construction and starts the analysis of expanders without using eigenvalue bounds. Without loss, always assume that n = |I| = |O| and n = p 2 , where p is a prime. Let I denote the elements from I that an adversary selects from I in trying to foil any expansion. The adversary foils an expansion by selecting inputs in such a way so there are relatively few outputs. This section shows that no matter what set I the adversary chooses, there is expansion.
The construction.
This subsection constructs three-regular bipartite graphs G 3 = (V, E) with vertices V = I ∪ O denoting the inputs and outputs, respectively. This graph is made up of permutations σ 0 , σ 2 , and σ 3 used in building Gabber and Galil's expander [12] . The permutations comprising the Gabber-Galil expander are very similar to the permutations that make up Margulis' expander.
Only inputs can have edges to outputs. Let Z 
For notational convenience let (j, k) denote the kth element of both lists I j and O j for all j, k ∈ Z + p .
As an example, consider p = 3 in Figure 1 . Fig. 1 . The nodes in G 3 where p = 3.
Now take I as
For any input node (j, k) ∈ I j such that j ∈ Z + p and k ∈ Z + p , the graph G 3 has the following edges:
. These edges are directed from the inputs to the outputs. This does not affect the expansion since it is measured from how the inputs expand to the outputs. Likewise, these directed edges are consonant with the hashing result given in this paper. [12] or, for example, Motwani and Raghavan [26] . Note in block I p−1 the local shift edges degenerate as
Likewise, in nodes (j, 0) the global shift edges degenerate as g(j, 0) = (j, 0) for all j ∈ Z + p . Therefore, these nodes (j, 0) for g and (p − 1, k) for loc do not share all of the necessary properties for expansion. Generally, this paper assumes the adversary does not select these degenerate elements. However, after the main theorems, Theorems 8 and 9, an accounting is made assuming the adversary does select degenerate elements.
These maps are well defined on sets. So id(S) ∪ loc(S) ∪ g(S) = N (S) ⊆ O for any set of inputs S ⊆ I. Further, g 1 (j, k), loc 1 (j, k), and id 1 (j, k) denote the first component of the pair, while g 2 (j, k), loc 2 (j, k), and id 2 (j, k) denote the second element. An instance of this subcase of the Gabber-Galil expander is to half of the inputs to be chosen by the adversary:
Definition 1 immediately gives
Local and global expansion can "collide" in that output nodes that give local expansion can also give global expansion. That is, there may be some I ⊆ I, where loc( I ) = g( I ). In this case, to compute the total expansion of I just divide L( I ) + G( I ) by 2. Likewise, if local expansion and global expansion share output nodes, then just consider the case that offers more expansion (if they do not offer the same expansion).
For ease of exposition, when possible we generally refer to the elements of the inputs I from here on. Each input is directly associated with the element that it maps to by the identity mapping.
Definition 2. In a block 
. . . 
Collision sequences prevent global expansion. That is, if we have "many" long collision sequences, then there is "not much" opportunity for global expansion.
Definition 5 is about elements in the same input block I j . A collision sequence has one or more selected inputs that are all in different input blocks. In fact, a length t collision sequence containing u singletons gives total expansion of at least u + 1.
The degenerate elements (j, 0) for all j ∈ Z + p do not have global expansion since g(j, 0) = (j, 0). This means if an adversary can select an element (j, 0) to extend a loccontiguous set in I j , then they should do it since it will not give any global expansion. That is, as long as (j, 0) would not be a singleton, then selecting it increases the number of elements selected but does not increase any expansion.
Likewise, the degenerate elements
either extends one collision sequence or joins two collision sequences, then an adversary should select it. Selecting such an (p − 1, k) will increase the number of selected elements without increasing expansion. In fact, if (p − 1, k) joins two collision sequences, then it reduces the overall expansion.
Double hashing.
Hashing with open addressing is a storage and search technique on a table T that assumes the number of elements to be stored in the table is at most the table size: |T |. Elements or keys are put directly in the table T . No pointers or data structures are used. There is a special element NIL denoting no element in a position it occupies. Given t elements in the table T , the load factor is α = t |T | and α < 1. Generally, the important questions that have arisen for open address hashing are related to the number of probes necessary to find elements in the  table. Consider an open addressing table T of size m and two hash functions h 1 and h 2 . Given a key x, determining the (i + 1)st hash location using double hashing is done by
Double hashing is a classical data structure, and discussions of it can be found in [11, 24, 17] , for example.
Inserting the element x into the table T is done by first searching for x in T . If T does not contain x, then x can be inserted into T . Likewise, to delete x from T , then it must be determined if x is in T as well as where x is located in T . Therefore, searching for an element x is the focus of studies of double hashing.
The first probe to T is to position
, then the double hashing algorithm is found where x resides and returns the value (h 1 (x) + h 2 (x)) mod m. Otherwise, x may still be in T . Therefore, element T [(h 1 (x) + 2 h 2 (x)) mod m] is probed, etc. This continues using the function in the (i + 1)st probe h(i, x) until either x is found or
In summary, the probe sequence is in the following addresses of T :
Assume m > 2 is prime and h 1 and h 2 are based on loc and g. For a double hash table T , this paper assumes |T | = m as well as the key x ∈ Z m .
In the case of this paper's double hashing result, the g edges are the focal point and the loc edges are not used. In this double hashing scheme, say the pair (j, k) is generated for some key x by h 1 and h 2 . That is, start in position k in input block I j . Hash function h 1 generates the first position j (input block) and hash function h 2 generates the hop-size k + 1 (how to travel from input block to input block). So the key x is hashed into I j , starting at local position k. In other words, the first probe is in T [j] . If necessary, the second probe is in
More precisely, first, a block j 0 and a position k are chosen by h 1 and h 2 , respectively. That is, given the key x, compute j 0 = h 1 (x) and k = h 2 (x). Next, as necessary, the following blocks are computed:
Since m is prime, g sends this permutation exactly once through each of the input [26, 11, 24] . More precisely, Guibas and Szemerédi [14] showed unsuccessful searches using double hashing take asymptotically the same number of probes as idealized uniform hashing does for any fixed load factor α less than about 0.319. For any fixed α < 1, see Lueker and Molodowitch [20] . However, as pointed out in Schmidt and Siegel [30] , these last results assume ideal randomized functions, whereas [30] utilizes more realistic k-wise independent and uniform functions (where k = c log n for a suitable constant c).
Theorem 1 (see [20] and [30] [20] give the most straightforward method of showing this based on assumed randomized inputs. Schmidt and Siegel [30] give the tightest bound (sharpest bound on ) and the weakest notion of randomness to date. That is, [30] shows the result of Theorem 1 by supplying randomized hash functions, in particular randomized hash functions of degree c log n for some constant c, giving c log n-wise independent functions.
Strong universal hash functions. Given a graph
Consider any block I j such that L( I j ) ≤ 1. In such blocks the adversary chooses the starting point b j for the elements of I j , as well as the total number of elements to select from I j , expressed here as α j . More precisely, since L( I j ) ≤ 1, the adversary must have chosen the inputs so that |id( I j ) ∩ loc( I j )| ≤ 1, leaving only the number of elements selected and their starting point to question.
Definition 6 (Carter and Wegman [8] 
Theorem 2 (Carter and Wegman [8] ). The functions
give the strongly universal set
For all h ∈ H, the range is Z 
Counting frequencies of selected elements.
The basic progression from this subsection to section 3 works as follows. We start with the case where an adversary selects the same number of input elements in each position in all I j , for j : j ∈ Z + p , while maintaining loc-contiguity of the elements in each I j . Basic bounds on the expansion are developed in this subsection. Subsequent subsections in section 2 incrementally allow an adversary to select any elements they choose as long as they maintain loc-contiguity.
This subsection applies to both universal hashing as well as expansion. Theorem 3 (Chor and Goldreich [9] ). Take h j,b ∈ H uniformly at random; then the associated values
Chor and Goldreich present this result for the sequences of random variables h j,b (i), . . . , h j,b (1) , and it is straightforward that h j,b (0) can be included since h j,b (0) = b, which is uniformly and randomly chosen. Theorem 3 will be applied to g functions between different blocks. Relations in the blocks are discussed next. Recall, for each block I j , the adversary chooses each b j as well as α j , and so Theorem 3 does not apply to each block. That is, Theorem 3 assumes the pair (j, b) ∈ Z + p × Z + p is randomly and uniformly chosen. In contrast to the strongly universal set H of Theorem 2, take U ⊆ Z
So, in our situation, selecting pairs from H uniformly at random does not satisfy the hypothesis of this theorem because the adversary chooses each b j in each pair (j, b j ) ∈ H . Definition 7. Now, for k ∈ Z + p , denote the frequency
where δ is the indicator function, and so δ(true) = 1 and δ(false) = 0. That is, n k is the frequency of k being selected in all blocks given the adversary's choices of the b j 's and the α j 's.
Note that if n k = 0, then k does not contribute to expansion or lack of expansion. Further, if n k = 1, then k must contribute to global expansion by one.
Aggregating the frequencies gives
Take any randomly and uniformly chosen
Proof.
p is randomly and uniformly chosen. So we are considering the collision sequence,
This gives
Pr[g(j, k) ∈ I g 1 (j,k) ] by independence and uniformity of Theorem 3
In other words, let
so that for uniformly and randomly chosen (
Furthermore, if there is a set
Therefore, if |K| ≤ p δ for any δ : 1 > δ ≥ 0, and for uniformly and randomly chosen ( Further, by Definition 9 it must be that α = L/p and all n k 's throughout the rest of this section are associated only with the blocks indexed by {j 0 , . . . , j t−1 }.
For the next lemma recall h ji is a hash function representing the loc functions corresponding to I ji .
Proof. The proof is by induction on the size of | I jr | = L. For the moment, assume v = 0 for the induction; this will be generalized after the induction is complete.
Basis. Consider the case where
and so j x = j y mod p, and it must be that j x < p and j y < p, and thus x = y, a contradiction. So n k = 1, for all k = k 0 , and α = 
So there are a total of L u + L d elements selected per input block, and 
which is the number of selected elements per input block multiplied by the percent of the input blocks. Therefore, 
The next lemma allows any of t blocks to have any number of elements
Proof. Consider two sets T 1 and T 2 with s : t ≥ s ≥ 0, so that
and
Therefore, there is a total of α p t selected elements in all of the blocks { I j0 , . . . , I jt−1 }, and so
That is,
Without loss, assume α 1 < α 2 and T 1 represents the first s input blocks. Now, applying Theorem 4 to all t input blocks considering only α min = min{ α 1 , α 2 }, it must be that n 0 k ≤ α min t for all k = k 0 , and each n 0 k is computed restricting k to the α min t elements of each of all t input blocks. Note that Theorem 4 applies to the first α min t loc-contiguous elements from each block since t ≥ L. Without loss, assume α min t is an integer. Now, letting α max = max{ α 1 , α 2 }, then since t ≥ L and assuming t = p c for some integer c, then applying Theorem 4
for all k = k 0 . But, not considering the α min t elements, it must be that
Without loss, assume that (α max − α min ) (t−s) and α min t are integers. This means, for k = k 0 , and since the elements represented by α max and α min are loc-contiguous,
since α max = α 2 and α min = α 1 and α t = α 1 s + α 2 (t − s), while at the same time n
the proof is completed by induction on the number of sets of blocks, each set containing blocks with the same number of elements selected. Now consider combining loc-contiguous collision sequences as described by Lemma 4. In particular, now look at bounding the length of all collision sequences in G 3 by combining different loc-contiguous subblocks.
The next definition generalizes Definition 2.
Note that a maximal loc-contiguous subblock U j,s must contain at least two elements; otherwise, it is not loc-contiguous. Further, a block I j may have many maximal loc-contiguous subblocks. Allow maximal loc-contiguous subblocks to be empty. This means maximal loc-contiguous subblocks cannot consist of a single loccontiguous element. 
Proof. Without loss, let C 0 , C 1 , . . . , C s be collision sequences of lengths larger than α p . Assume these are listed largest (C 0 ) to smallest (C s ). No two collision sequences C i and C j , for i = j, are made up of elements from the same max loccontiguous subblocks U j0,i , . . . , U j k−1 ,i for some i , by Lemma 4 and Theorem 4. In the case where two collision sequences share a max loc-contiguous subblock, then this max loc-contiguous subblock can be cut into two loc-contiguous subblocks. Using this fact, starting with the largest collision sequences first, each collision sequence is uniquely associated with a set of p − 1 loc-contiguous subblocks, one for each input block I j , for j ∈ Z + p . (Some of these loc-contiguous subblocks may be empty.) This means each collision sequence is associated with one loc-contiguous subblock from each input block,
and in some cases U j,i = {∅}.
which gives the lemma. The next lemma deals with the case when the number of elements in each block is larger than the total number of such blocks, or L > t.
Proof. Take the L elements in each block and consider them in T = S t loccontiguous sets of inputs of size t each, in every block. If T = 1, then we are done. Next, consider each set of t selected loc-contiguous input elements among the t blocks; then assume there is an input set {i 0 , . . .
If not, then consider the largest such input set for each of the t selected loc-contiguous sets of elements. By Theorem 4 and since there are up to t elements in each set of loc-contiguous elements, then each set of loc-contiguous blocks alone has at most one n k such that n k > α s t , for α s = α /T , for some k .
This means, among all T size t loc-contiguous sets among the t input blocks, there will be at most T elements
be the set of n ki elements so that n ki > α s t .
Let n k denote n k restricted to the th set of loc-contiguous blocks. In other words, n k is the number of times k occurs in the th set of loc-contiguous blocks.
Next, without loss, suppose that α s t = L t p is an integer, and considering all loc-contiguous sets at the same time gives, for any
by Lemma 5. This completes the proof. Suppose there is a collision sequence of length t made of one selected element from each of I j0 , . . . , I jt−1 . If t ≥ α p , then Lemma 6 indicates that
since p ≥ S, and where S = |id 2 ( I j0 )∪· · ·∪id 2 ( I jt−1 )|. That is, suppose this occurs in a set of t input blocks where S > t and the largest collision sequences are of length at least α p . The only selected elements in excess of α p in T = S α "large" collision sequences can be larger than α p . Since T ≤ 1/α , if all of these T "large" collision sequences consist of p elements each, there is a total of at most
excess elements out of a total of p 2 possible elements and α p 2 selected elements. That is, the uniform random probability of selecting an element that extends a collision sequence to one of these excess elements is at most 
, it must be that α p = L, and therefore
since 1 > α and c ≥ 1. So now we discard any case where L > t by this discussion and Lemma 6.
When more than one excess element is selected in I.
The next theorem assumes no more than one loc-contiguous subblock is selected per block I j for j ∈ Z + p . Therefore, L( I j ) ≤ 1 for all j ∈ Z + p , which means at most p total elements of all of the n k 's are such that
Then the total number of excess elements in G 3 is at most p 1/α .
Proof. Consider the frequencies, n k0 ≥ n k1 ≥ · · · ≥ n ks > α p . By Lemma 5, this proof must consider only the elements {k 0 , . . . , k s } ∈ Z + p . Further, by Lemma 6, at most T = 1/α frequencies are such that
which would complete the proof.
then we need only consider the set
Given two distinct collision sequences, then by Lemma 4 these collision sequences can share no more than α p elements as long as L(
This means
and thus removing the block indices B[n k0 ] and by applying Lemma 4 again gives
The proof is completed by induction on the remaining blocks
, then the total number of excess selected elements is 1/α p. This means the probability of uniformly and randomly selecting one of these up to p excess elements is at most 
where is of lower-order terms. Proof. If there is at most one frequency n k0 > α p , then for all of the p 2 − p or more nonexcess elements in G 3 , it must be that
holds by Lemma 2.
Consider the frequencies n k0 ≥ n k1 ≥ · · · ≥ n ks > α p , where s ≥ 1. The case of the up to p elements in n k0 , . . . , n ks , the probability of them extending a one-element collision sequence with excess elements by Theorem 5, is
Thus, for all the elements in G 3 it must be that
holds. This completes the proof. If L( I j ) > 1 for some j ∈ Z + p , then there may be many collision sequences that must be considered.
Start with G 3 where the adversary has selected | I| input elements. Then consider any set of at most 3 16 | I| sets of associated loc-contiguous elements, where each associated set contains a common collision sequence. By applying Theorem 6 to each collision sequence created by increasing local expansion to decrease global expansion (by extending or joining collision sequences) gives the next theorem. Note that each extended collision sequence has some associated α i < α = | I|/|I| and α 1 +· · ·+α u = α, and so α
2 . This is because 
where is of lower-order terms.
Variations on hashing.
Given an open addressing hash table T with a fixed load factor of α : 1 > α > 0, assume T is filled using double hashing to load factor α. As discussed in subsection 2.3, double hashing uses two hash functions h 1 and h 2 . The goal of this section is to show that if both hash functions h 1 and h 2 are randomly, uniformly, and independently chosen from the strongly universal hash functions H (Definition 6), then the expected cost of an unsuccessful search using double hashing is 1 1−α table accesses. This question was suggested by Carter and Wegman [8] .
Another important form of hashing is hashing with chaining; see, for example, [11, 13, 24] . Carter and Wegman [8] showed that given any strongly universal set of hash functions H, then randomly and uniformly selecting a hash function h ∈ H gives an expected chain length of at most 1 + α for fixed load factor α > 0. For instance, taking the set of hash functions H with domain and range Z 
). See Mehlhorn [24, 23] for lower bounds on the sizes of universal hash sets.
As future research they suggest extending such an analysis to double or open hashing. Schmidt and Siegel [30] and Siegel [31] answer this, giving c log n-independent functions that are computable in constant time for a standard word model random access machine. Their results are quite general; see also [32] . Next, we focus on another answer to Carter and Wegman's question using the standard set H of strongly universal hash functions, see Definition 6, as they are represented in the G 3 graph. Although this paper uses a different model, the g-edges in G 3 make selecting entire blocks simulate twowise independent functions; see Theorem 3.
The If one wants to build a double hashing table, do this by making two independent and uniform random choices h 1 , h 2 ∈ H, where H is the strongly universal set described in subsection 2.4. So, given a key x, the value j 0 = h 1 (x) is the first When searching through a hash table for x, a collision sequence equates to a probe sequence (j 0 + i h 2 (x)) mod p, given j 0 ← h 1 (x) and h 1 , h 2 both randomly, uniformly, and independently chosen from a strongly universal set H.
In this context, consider the collision sequence C J1,K starting in position (J 1 , K). So let J 1 and K be randomly, uniformly, and independently chosen. Since J 1 is independent of J 2 and (
In the next proof, lower-order terms that would appear if the adversary selected Basis. Since α = s+1 p , then randomly and uniformly choosing (
by Lemma 2 noting that since α ir = 1, for all α ir ∈ S, To substantiate this claim, take a potential length t + 1 collision sequence C J1,K and suppose the first probe starts in block I J1 , and so
It must be that .
Therefore, the probing sequence for x has equal probability ( 
which is negative for α : 
can be joined into one by selecting the element (j t+1 , k), where g(j t , k) → (j t+1 , k) and
In this case, C 1 and C 2 are separated by one selection.
Consider a total of c < p/2 collision sequences, 
